Proactive vs. Reactive Design

SECOM External Virtual Guard
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Perimeter protection now starts
outside your premises
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Pre-recorded
announcement
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Images relayed to
operator and customer
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Operator assesses live
situation and can issue
audio challenges
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Operator escalates
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SECOM External Virtual Guard detects
events at the perimeter before a criminal has
the chance to break in.
The event is recorded and sent to the
operator, giving a clear and immediate
understanding of what caused the activation,
enabling them to do their job faster with a
much higher level of certainty. This allows for
crucial time savings in evaluating the incident
and deciding what escalation is required.
The operator can also text the video event to
the customer giving them the option to
dispatch or disregard the alert.

Incredibly fast
Upon detection, CCTV footage
is sent straight to the operator
to evaluate and determine the
appropriate action.

SECOM External Virtual Guard features & benefits
Operator can issue a live voice challenge to site

Significantly cheaper than manned guards

Video link can be sent to customer via SMS

or traditional forms of CCTV monitoring

Customer can decide what action to take

Over 30 years’ remote CCTV monitoring

Ideal for enclosed or low traffic areas

experience

Quick install - no additional software needed
Wire free, battery operated detectors
Compatible with most existing IP and
analogue CCTV systems

£
Low cost

Quick install

Wire free

No More False Alarms
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Animals moving across the detection
range of an outdoor motion sensor
make up a large percentage of
unnecessary activations.
With SECOM External Virtual Guard,
our outdoor motion sensors ignore
animal movement, which avoids the
hassle of false activations and allows
potential offenders to be detected.
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For further details contact
Ian Barthorpe

Quote CASSOA for your exclusive 10% members discount

07739 594 505

ibarthorpe@secom.plc.uk

